
DEE Night Street Event

Gateacre Tuesday 16 February 2016

Pts

Abs. per Adj Handicap

Pos. Name Club Age Mins Pts Time  Pen Net hour Hcap PPH Position

1 Martin Klusak Ind M21 60 950 60.04 2 948 948 1.00 948.0 2

2 Steve Ingleby DEE M60 60 830 60.03 2 828 828 1.30 1076.4 1

3 Pete Owens DEE M55 60 750 60.21 11 739 739 1.23 909.0 4

4 Ian Gilliver MDOC M60 60 700 59.39 0 700 700 1.30 910.0 3

5 Arabella White DEE W21 60 580 57.28 0 580 580 1.12 649.6 7

6 Jean Payne DEE W60 60 530 57.51 0 530 530 1.50 795.0 5

7 Jacky Embrey DEE W55 60 700 65.39 170 530 530 1.42 752.6 6

8 Edward Halliwell DEE M40 60 510 50.27 0 510 510 1.08 550.8 10

9 Anthony Brockway DEE M55 40 330 40.09 5 325 488 1.23 599.6 9

10 Clive Giddis DEE M50 40 570 48.43 262 308 462 1.18 545.2 11

11 David Bargh DEE M65 60 460 59.28 0 460 460 1.37 630.2 8

12 Basil Hardy Ind M75 60 60 52.10 0 60 60 1.44 86.4 12

Organiser

John Embrey DEE M55 Org

Organiser's Thanks and Comments:

Thanks to Jacky Embrey and Steve Ingleby for handling entries and enquiries, and to Jacky for 

marking. Jane Campbell kindly reviewed and signed the Risk Assessment. A disappointing turn-

out of only 12 runners, with a number of others no doubt put off by the cold and wet weather. 

Two sent their apologies for absence due to illness. SROC and MDOC usually get 3+ times the 

number of competitors, so maybe having the event as part of a league helps, and maybe some 

feel they cannot do two in a week and are going to Macclesfield instead for MDOC league points. 

Edward Halliwell originally entered as 75 minutes but came back early with a bloody nose having 

run into a lamppost. He cleaned up OK and it seems no permanent damage was done. I have 

unilaterally reduced him to 60 minutes; I hope no-one objects.

John EmbreyI hope you all found the event and area interesting and worth visiting.

When I found a building near where I wanted one control site with the club name I just had to use 

it.

There were a small number of incorrect answers, as follows : 

21 David gave 50 (correct answer is 51).          

28 Clive gave 85 (correct answer is 86).

46 Basil gave 32 (correct answer is 29).



Next DEE Night Street events are Warrington on Thursday 25 February and 

Chester on Thursday 10 March. Check the club website for the details.

The geeky bit ….

Not having OCAD at the time I offered to run an event, I decided to prove it could all be done 

using freeware.

I registered as an updater in OpenStreetMap, and used this to update and correct what already 

existed.

I then used OpenOrienteeringMap to extract the map and save as a pdf. If you do this, make 

sure you save the OOM reference generated, so you can use this to recall based on exactly the 

same central point after further mapping refinements.

This combination does not allow as much flexibility as OCAD – for example fences and form 

lines cannot be added and I have not found a way of generating varying shades of green or 

scattered trees, but it is possible to generate pale orange for “rough open” if you define the area 

in OSM as “farmland”.

I was reluctant to use OOM for planning the control placements due to limitations on subsequent 

editing. CONDES will not accept pdf as a basemap (and would break my “freeware” objective), 

but PurplePen will, if you allow it to install GPLGhostscript.

The main limitation I found in this is reduced flexibility in the placement of control numbers. Text 

and images can be added, and also out-of-bounds areas.

Adding the club logo took a little trial and error. I “lifted” it from the website, stretched it to a full 

page in Word, 

then copied into paint and saved as .jpg. This can then be inserted in PurplePen and re-stretched 

or shrunk as 

required. There are no doubt other ways of doing this.

I have not found an easy way of adding a key in OOM or PurplePen – no doubt it could be done 

by creating coloured 


